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For my portion of the image processing I had the following goals:

Design an user interface for Fiji to batch process microscope image files for use with Matlab and
CellProfiler 
Process and segment cells from microscope image allowing for cell-by-cell analysis of micode and other
properties 
Identify organelles within a given channel both in the absence and presence of other organelles 

The two notebooks below provide information on how I went about this process, results, background
information and resources/references.

Matlab 
Fiji 

I also worked with Robert on his promoter characterization experiment. The data I analyzed from this
experiment is shown in the page below. 

Promoter Characterization 
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Over the course of the summer, I worked on several subprojects using Matlab 

General Information

Leucine Zipper Analysis

Batch Processing

Cell Segmentation 

Organelle Separation

Object Separation

Cell Profiler with Matlab
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2012-08-26
- I performed an analysis of three of the luecine zipper members (expected to have strong, medium and weak interactions). Here I used [protein in peroxisome]/[protein in cytosol]
as the metric to gage how strong each interaction pair was 

The following images were used in the analysis 

strong medium

2012-08-06
- working on making this work so that we can show user top X% of members, along with merged image for them to miCode by eye 
Notes on Peroxisome Identification 
⁃ for medium: threshold = 30 looks good, since most of background is below 30->in a way selecting out background 
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⁃ maybe somewhere in the 40s is better
⁃ “halos” around some peroxisomes seem to be problematic -> due to out of place peroxisomes
⁃ in plane peroxisomes work really well, out of plane don’t really get recognized that well
⁃ maybe need to up the threshold
⁃ 30 works really well for medium

- for high: threshold = 30
- some perox not fully circled
- smaller perox not fully circled
- i think images were taken on different days

-although now I realize that this should make a difference since fluorescent settings should be the same, and the fact that the lamp setting might have changed should not make a
difference for fluroescent imaging since that should only affect DIC brightness
- I think we should move to using z-stack microscope (not to be confused with confocal micrsocope), so that we can take multiple planes for each slide of cells
- missing perixosomes can artifically lower perc/cellc ratio, so this problem is important 

- for low: threshold = 30
- for the weak zippers, there will be the highest background ->means that background pixels will have highest values, so will need to threshold at higher value to discern
peroxisomes
- maybe try 50-70? 50s may be good. 40 is worth trying, but misses out some peroxisomes. Maybe try 35

2012-07-23
Leucine Zipper Analysis Workflow
1. Identify cells and measure fluorescence of localized organelles, compare to cytosolic background 
2. Filter "interesting" cells that exhibit high localized-background ratio -> strong zipper interaction 
3. Isolate identified cells into individual images and export to cell profiler for miCode identification 
4. Confirm output miCode with user 
Struct sorting 
http://blogs.mathworks.com/pick/2010/09/17/sorting-structure-arrays-based-on-fields/

References
nested struct sorting
http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/28573-nested-sort-of-structure-arrays/content/nestedSortStruct2.m
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Goal 
- I worked on two levels of batch processing: 

(1) Process all cells in an image on cell-by-cell basis 
(2) Process all images in a given folder 

Image Batch
Identifying cells from their background

Creating new images where only an individual cell or cell-clump is shown 
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Showing all of the organelles belonging to cells in an image. Note: Multiple images were processed in this step (i.e.: DIC, fluorescent channels) 

Here we show the organelles belonging to each cell or cell-clump have been parsed out into new images 
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Here we show that we can identify each of the individual organelles for a given cell's organelles 
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Folder Batch
Workflow
Get location of files from user

Find each specific name of file: If possible it should be zvi file (extension). Ex: found yATJ012.zvi.
Store the names of these files (not including extension)

Now create new folder that will contain yATJ012 files. Ex: /ZVIfiles/yATJ012files

Run cellID on DIC of each file name. Put these files in new folder within name folder. Ex: /ZVIfiles/yATJ012files/yATJ012_indivDIC

Run channel organelle separator on each DIC file and put them in new subfolder
Ex: 
/ZVIfiles/yATJ012files/yATJ012_indivRchannel
/ZVIfiles/yATJ012files/yATJ012_indivGchannel
/ZVIfiles/yATJ012files/yATJ012_indivBchannel

Here is an example of this folder generation.
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References
Making program take on batch processes 
http://blogs.mathworks.com/steve/2006/06/06/batch-processing/

http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/newsreader/view_thread/161967

Write new image file
http://www.mathworks.com/help/techdoc/ref/imwrite.html

Make new folder
http://www.mathworks.com/help/techdoc/ref/mkdir.html

http://www.mathworks.com/help/pdf_doc/matlab/import_export.pdf

Identify current directory
http://www.mathworks.com/help/techdoc/ref/pwd.html

Checking for file existence 
http://www.mathworks.com/help/techdoc/ref/exist.html 
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The segmentation of cells from an image allows for cell-by-cell analysis in downstream steps. In order to perform such analyses, we wrote cell
segmentation software using MATLAB to recognize an individual cell from its background. We first used edge detection with the Sobel operator and
several filtering options to approximate possible cell outlines in the image. Then we performed a series of dilation and erosion steps to clear background
pixels. We also added an additional filtering routine to refine the overall cell segmentation algorithm. This refining algorithm uses several geometric
criteria, which we collected through testing of sample images.

Images of each individual cell were generated and saved at the end of this process for use with downstream analysis. These saved images have several uses.
For example, in the cell images can be used as a mask to sort out the organelles of a cell for several fluorescent channels. The number of images saved can
also be used to count the number of cells identified from a certain population.

Below are some examples of the cell segmentation results. Each of these figures shows individual cells that have been identified from the rest of the cell
population. Cells are numbered left to right, and top to bottom. For the time being, we deal with clumped cells experimentally; however, we have some
ideas on how to solve this problem computationally.
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2012-08-06
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- worked on fiji macro & matlab interface to batch process images 
- when running cell identification software on large batches of images, found some minor problems. Among things that don't work "super well" 

images with <3 cells -> easy to deal with 
cells with shades 
sped up process time by 5x by changing size of morphological structuring element used for initial background screening

2012-07-30
- Making cell identification more automated. Now can process DIC images in batch. New subfolder created to hold individual cell images of each DIC
image 
- Testing cell identification on more pictures for robustness. 
- Takes 15-23 sec/DIC image -> ex: 4-6.5 hrs for 1000 images. 

- Working on Fiji-Matlab interface to make cell identification more optimized
http://bigwww.epfl.ch/sage/soft/mij/ 
http://blog.mostlycurious.com/imagej-within-matlab-finally-working 

2012-07-23
Dealing with Clumped Cells 
1. Exclude clumps of cells from images 
- May drop significant portion of library (10-70% of image can contain some form of clumping) 
- Need to take more images and work with low density samples
- Minimizes inconsistencies in identification

2. Try to analyze clumps of cells, and confirm with user
- Need to take fewer images
- Challenging to do, and requires post-processing user confirmation

3. Use Hough Transform - made some progress. Below is an example on which I am working.

4. Change experimental slide preparation - vortex sample for 1 minute -> gets rid of most clumps.
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2012-07-16
- Here is an example of the workflow necessary to recognize an individual cell from its background 

Reference Links
Detect circles with various radii in grayscale image via Hough Transform' 
http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/9168-detect-circles-with-various-radii-in-grayscale-image-via-hough-transform

http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/9168-detect-circles-with-various-radii-in-grayscale-image-via-hough-transform

Hough transform
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hough_transform

Generalized Hough transform
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Generalised_Hough_Transform

Ellipse Detection
http://www.mathworks.co.jp/matlabcentral/newsreader/view_thread/150287
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2012-08-06
miCode identification 
- main problem has been making identification mutually exclusive between different organelles
- Can distinguish between the following
* nucleus from actin, cell periphery, VM
* actin from nucleus, cell periphery (~95%)
- Clumped organelles, microscope focus, varying intensity

- Run organelleID on easiest organelles first 
- If this is returns positive for easiest organelle (org1), then make all these organelles in the image black
- Now that already identified organelles have been “blacked out,” then run organelle analysis on next easiest organelle<. Gotten this to work for two organelles, actin and nucleus
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Easy organelle list:
1. nucleus
2. actin
3. cell per ? VM ?

2012-07-16
Can identify organelles based on measured geometric properties 
Running images through program to collect data on these properties 

Secondary identification for organelles:
- identify rings (cell periphery) using perimeter
- identify circles (nucleus, peroxisome, actin) using diameter/area 

Pipeline of Desired Program
- Take in overall image with many cells
- Segment each cell to analyze independently
- Run subroutines on each segmented cell to check for presence of each organelle

2012-07-02
- Able to get organelle measurements such as mean intensity, area, perimeter, diameter 
- Gathering measurements for organelles 
- Found functions to select specific "objects" based on geometric/pixel criteria->use to segment organelles
- Still working on shape identification (rings)
- Finding better ways of thresholding (current manual)

2012-06-25
Goals
- Identify cells in image 
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- Identify organelles within cells 
- Distinguish between organelles 
•Phenotypes: rings, small circles, large circles 
- Distinguish between different channels 
- Here is my first attempt at processing nucleus using Matlab 
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Before I dived into processing cell images, I practiced some image processing on cartoons that somewhat
resembled the types of images with which I would be working 

References
http://www.mathworks.com/help/toolbox/images/f0-8778.html 
Step 8: Examine One Object 
Each distinct object is labeled with the same integer value. Show the grain that is the 50th connected
component: 
grain = false(size(bw));  grain(cc.PixelIdxList{50}) = true;  figure, imshow(grain); 
The 50th Connected Component 

CellID references 
http://www.mathworks.com/products/image/examples.html?
file=/products/demos/shipping/images/ipexcell.html
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- error bars: +/- 1 standard deviation 
- each data point is average of 8 samples 
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Fiji image sorting program
Download

Download this file

Installation

Find the location of Fiji contents folder on your computer. 
Note: On Mac OS X, right-click and select "Show Package Contents" 

Select the "macros" folder and you will see a file: "StartupMacros.fiji.ijm." Replace this file with the file
you have just downloaded. 

Using Macros

To export channels as png files as part of a batch process, you will need to use the "ZVI to PNG" macro 
Go to the following menu: Plugins>macros 
Select macro: "ZVI to PNG files" 
Select the directory on which you want to run the macro 
You will be asked to select which channels you wish to export and will be given scaling options for
each channel 

About the generated files

Exported channels will retain original zvi file name and will have one of the following extensions 
"filename_R.png" -> red channel 
"filename_G.png" -> green channel 
"filename_D.png" -> brightfield channel 
"filename_M.png" -> merged channel 

Links
Fiji macro programming 
http://fiji.sc/wiki/index.php/Introduction_into_Macro_Programming

Fiji built-in macros 
http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/developer/macro/functions.html
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ImajeJ Macro Language 
http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/developer/macro/macros.html#tools

Index of ij macros
http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/macros/

Batch Convert
http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/macros/BatchConvert.txt

Batch Process Folder
http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/macros/BatchProcessFolders.txt

Extract RGB Channels
http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/macros/ExtractRGBChannels.txt

ZVI Extractor
http://www.cleterrier.net/Macros/ZVI_Extractor_1.2.txt

Fiji Scriptng Tutorial
http://www.ini.uzh.ch/~acardona/fiji-tutorial/

ImageJ reference guide
http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/docs/macro_reference_guide.pdf

Getting Started
http://fiji.sc/wiki/index.php/Getting_started

Information Loss
http://fiji.sc/wiki/index.php/Detect_Information_Loss 

Function Reference
Stack.setActiveChannels(string) - Sets the active channels in a composite color image, where string is a list of
ones and zeros that specify the channels to activate. For example, "101" activates channels 1 and 3. 
Stack.setChannel(n) - Displays channel n 
User Guide 
http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/docs/user-guide.pdf

Running with Matlab
http://bigwww.epfl.ch/sage/soft/mij/ 
http://blog.mostlycurious.com/imagej-within-matlab-finally-working 

Matlab in Imaje J 
http://code.google.com/p/matlabcontrol/ 
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To add java path 
addpath('/Applications/MATLAB_R2012a.app/java') 

Running FIJI inside matlab

http://fiji.sc/wiki/index.php/Miji

>> addpath('/Applications/Fiji.app/scripts')
>> Miji;

Use MIJ.exit to end the session

MIJ 1.3.6-fiji: Matlab to ImageJ Interface

More Info: http://bigwww.epfl.ch/sage/soft/mij/
Help: MIJ.help
JVM> 1.3.6-fiji
JVM> Version: 1.6.0_33
JVM> Total amount of memory: 86504 Kb
JVM> Amount of free memory: 28139 Kb
ImageJ> Version:1.47a
ImageJ> Memory:52MB of 191MB (27%)
ImageJ> Directory plugins: /Applications/Fiji.app/plugins/
ImageJ> Directory macros: /Applications/Fiji.app/macros/
ImageJ> Directory luts: /Applications/Fiji.app/luts/
ImageJ> Directory image: Not specified
ImageJ> Directory imagej: /Applications/Fiji.app/
ImageJ> Directory startup: /Users/rishih91/Documents/MATLAB/
ImageJ> Directory home: /Users/rishih91/

Status> ImageJ is running.

>> MIJ.help

ans =

Supported methods for image manipulation in version 1.3.6-fiji
createColor - exports RGB image 
createImage - exports other images 
exit -exists MIJ 
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getColumn - returns a specifying column the current instance of ResultsTable 
getCurrentImage - returns a 2D array representing the current image 
getCurrentTitle - imports the title of the current image 
getHistogram - imports the histogram of the current image 
getImage - returns a 2D array representing the image specified by the title
getListColumns - returns the list of columns currently used in the ResultsTable 
getListImages - returns the list of opened images 
getResultsTable - imports the ResultsTable 
getRoi - imports the current ROI 
help - give a brief description of the MIJ methods
run - runs command or macro 
setColumn - exports contents to a column in the ResultsTable
setRoi - exports the current ROI 
setThreshold - sets the threshods of the image 
start - starts MIJ 
version - return the MIJ version

Macros
Fiji macros 
http://fiji.sc/wiki/index.php/Introduction_into_Macro_Programming

Scripting in other languages 
http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/docs/guide/146-17.html

Fiji Macro reference guide 
http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/docs/macro_reference_guide.pdf

Cell Segmentation
Watershed Separation 
http://fiji.sc/wiki/index.php/Nuclei_Watershed_Separation

Cell counter 
http://www.kairosinstruments.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/Manual-Cell-Counting-with-Fiji.pdf
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